Abstract: Let R be a unital ring with involution. Several characterizations and properties of core partial order are given. In particular, we investigate the reverse order law (ab) # = b # a # for two core invertible elements a, b ∈ R. Some relationships between core partial order and other partial orders are obtained.
Introduction
The core inverse of a complex matrix was introduced by Baksalary and Trenkler [1] . Let M n (C) be the ring of all n × n complex matrices. A matrix X ∈ M n (C) is called a core inverse of A ∈ M n (C), if it satisfies AX = P A and R(X) ⊆ R(A), where R(A) denotes the column space of A, and P A is the orthogonal projector onto R(A). And if such a matrix X exists, then it is unique and denoted by A # . The core partial order for a complex matrix were also introduced in [1] . Let C CM n = {A ∈ M n (C) | rank(A) = rank(A 2 )} , A ∈ C CM n and B ∈ M n (C). The binary operation # ≤ is defined as follows:
In [1, Theorem 6] , it is proved that core partial order is a matrix partial order. Baksalary and Trenkler gave several characterizations and various relationships between the matrix core partial order and other matrix partial orders by using the decomposition of Hartwig and Spindelböck [4] . In [11] , Rakić and Djordjević generalized the matrix core partial order to the ring case. They gave various equivalent conditions of core partial order and investigated relationships between the core partial order and other partial orders in general rings. Motivated by [1, 7, 8, 10, 11] , in this paper, we give some new equivalent conditions and properties for core partial order in general rings. Moreover, some new relationships between core partial order and other partial orders are obtained. As an application, we prove the reverse law for two core invertible elements under the core partial order. Let R be a * -ring, that is a ring with an involution a → a * satisfying (a * ) * = a, (ab) * = b * a * and (a + b) * = a * + b * for all a, b ∈ R. We say that x ∈ R is the Moore-Penrose inverse of a ∈ R, if the following hold:
There is at most one x such that above four equations hold. If such an element x exists, it is denoted by a † . The set of all Moore-Penrose invertible elements will be denoted by R † . An element x ∈ R is an inner inverse of a ∈ R if axa = a holds. The set of all inner inverses of a will be denoted by a{1}. An element a ∈ R is said to be group invertible if there exists x ∈ R such that the following equations hold:
The element x which satisfies the above equations is called a group inverse of a. If such an element x exists, it is unique and denoted by a # . The set of all group invertible elements will be denoted by R # . An element a ∈ R is said to be an EP element if a ∈ R † ∩ R # and a † = a # . The set of all EP elements will be denoted by R EP . In [12] Rakić, Dinčić and Djordjević generalized the core inverse of a complex matrix to the case of an element in a ring. Let a, x ∈ R, if axa = a, xR = aR, Rx = Ra * , then x is called a core inverse of a and if such an element x exists, then it is unique and denoted by a # . The set of all core invertible elements in R will be denoted by
For a, b ∈ R, we have the following definitions:
• the star partial order a * ≤ b: a * a = a * b and aa * = ba * [2] ;
• the minus partial order a This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some new equivalent characterizations of the core partial order in rings are obtained. Specially, the reverse order of two core invertible elements in rings was given. In section 3, some relationships of the core partial order and other partial orders are obtained. We will use the following notations aR = {ax | x ∈ R}, Ra = {xa | x ∈ R}, • a = {x ∈ R | xa = 0} and a • = {x ∈ R | ax = 0}. 
If p, q ∈ R are idempotents, then arbitrary a ∈ R can be written as
The corresponding matrix form is a = a 11 a 12 a 21 a 22 p×q ,
In [11, Theorem 2.6], Rakić and Djordjević proved that a # ≤ b if and only if there exist self-adjoint idempotent p ∈ R and idempotent q ∈ R such that a = pb = bq and qa = a. We now provide some new characterizations for the core partial order in terms of self-adjoint idempotents.
Theorem 2.4. Let a ∈ R # and b ∈ R. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(2) There exists a self-adjoint idempotent p ∈ R such that a = pb, ap = bp and aR = pR; (3) There exists self-adjoint idempotent p ∈ R such that a = pb, ap = bp;
Suppose that a = pb and ap = bp. Then a 2 = apb = bpb = ba
(3) ⇒ (4) Suppose that a = pb and ap = bp. Then pa = a and
Thus a = Hence, pb = a, ap = bp.
The following characterizations of the minus partial order will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.6, which plays an important role in the sequel. 
A complex matrix A ∈ M n (C) is called range-Hermite (EP matrix), if R(A) = R(A * ).
Remark 2.7. In [7, Theorem 2.4], it is claimed that the following are equivalent for two complex matrices A, B of index 1 with the same order:
While the implication (2) ⇒ (1) 
In 
Relationships between the core partial order and other partial orders
In this section, we consider the relationships between core partial order and other partial orders. Recall that the left star partial order a * ≤ b in R is defined by: a * a = a * b and aR ⊆ bR. The right sharp partial order a ≤ # b in R # is defined by: aa # = ba # and Ra ⊆ Rb. Let us start with a auxiliary lemma. 
Proof. 
Suppose that a * ≤ b. We have a = bs for some s ∈ R, then a = bs = bb # bs = bb # a, thus aa
Then a * a = a * b, thus by Lemma 2.2, we have a # a = a # b. By a * ≤ b, we have a = bb # a, which gives 
The right star partial order a ≤ * b is defined as: aa * = ba * and Ra ⊆ Rb. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we have a # ≤ b if and only if both a * a = a * b and ba = a 2 hold.
(1) ⇒ (2) is obvious by Lemma 2.1.
(2) ⇒ (4) If ab = ba, then ab = ba = a 2 by Lemma 2.2. If k ≥ 2, first show ab k−1 = a k . When k = 2, ab = ba = a 2 ; when k > 2, ab k−1 = a 2 b k−2 = a 2 bb k−3 = a 3 b k−3 = · · · = a k . Next prove (a k ) 
